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ABSTRACT
This paper des ribes the system for the re ognition of Fren h handwriting submitted by A2iA to the
organized at ICDAR2011 using the Rimes database. This system is
three dierent re ognition te hnologies,

ombined using a novel

ompetition

omposed of several re ognizers based on

ombination method. A framework multi-word

re ognition based on weighted nite state transdu ers is presented, using an expli it word segmentation, a
ombination of isolated word re ognizers and a language model. The system was tested both for isolated word
re ognition and for multi-word line re ognition and submitted to the RIMES-ICDAR2011

ompetition. This

system outperformed all previously proposed systems on these tasks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Even if automati

handwriting re ognition is an old

gears sin e the introdu tion of international
spee h re ognition organized by the NIST,
ganized in 2005 for Arabi
during the major
size of the

hallenge, the resear h in this eld seems to have swit hed

ompetitions. Twenty years after the rst evaluations in automati

1 international handwriting re ognition

and 2007 for Fren h. Sin e then, the number of

ompetitions have been or-

ompetitions organized annually

onferen es of the domain has in reased, maybe to rea h a too large number relatively to the

ommunity. However, the

ompetitions are a good way to stimulate the development of

systems for a target appli ation, by proposing tasks of in reasing
the dierent resear h teams thanks to

omplete

omplexity and by tra king the progress of

ontrolled evaluation on unseen data.
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The Rimes Database was designed to provide data for a variety a re ognition problems related to automati
pro essing of handwritten do uments: do ument layout analysis, isolated
re ognition. If the rst
at the

hara ter, isolated word or paragraph

ompetitions were dedi ated to isolated word re ognition, the last

onferen e ICDAR in 2011

ompetition organized

ontained a task on paragraph re ognition, whi h is

loser to the nal

appli ation.
We have submitted a system to the Rimes-ICDAR2011
word re ognition and multi-word re ognition.

ompetition

This system is a

3 for the two proposed tasks: isolated

ombination of several re ognizers based on

three dierent te hnologies: grapheme-based hybrid Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Gaussian mixture HMM
and re urrent neural networks. These three te hnologies en ompass the majority of the systems proposed in the
previous

ompetitions. By

ombining them, we hope to take advantage of the strengths of ea h te hnologies.

In this paper, we rst present the three te hnologies used for the isolated word re ognizers. Then, we presents
our method for optimizing the
whi h the mixing

ombination of the isolated word re ognizers, based on a weighted sum-rule in

oe ients are trained. We sket h the prin iples of our framework for multi-word re ognition,

based on weighted nite state transdu ers. In this framework, thanks to the use of an expli it word segmentation,
we

an base our multi-word re ognizer on a

ombination of isolated word re ognizers and we introdu e the use

of language models. Finally, we report our results on the two dierent tasks of the

ompetition, isolated and

multi-word re ognition. For both tasks, our system a hieve the best performan es ever reported on this database.

2. ISOLATED WORD RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
We present in this se tion the three dierent te hnologies on whi h our

ombined system was based: grapheme-

based MLP-HMM, Gaussian mixture HMM and re urrent neural networks.

Figure 1. De omposition of the Fren h line devenir

lient de votre banque into graphemes.

2.1 Grapheme-based MLP-HMM
This re ognizer was the rst re ognizer developed at A2iA. After a binarization of the input image and baseline
extra tion, the word to be re ognized is de omposed into parts of letters

alled graphemes as shown on Fig. 1.

This segmentation is an over-segmentation whi h means that a grapheme is either a
a

hara ter. On ea h grapheme, 74 geometri

hara ter or a subpart of

features are extra ted as des ribed in detail by Bianne et al.
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These features are given as input to a multi-layer per eptron (MLP), with one hidden layer (400 units), as many
output neurons as grapheme
sto hasti

lasses (172) and a softmax transfer fun tion whi h is trained with a supervised

ba k-propagation algorithm.

2.2 sliding window Gaussian mixture HMM
This re ognizer is based on a modeling of ea h letter with a hidden Markov model (HMM) using Gaussian
distribution mixture for the observation probabilities. Ea h
with a Bakis left-to-right topology allowing self-loops.
8 pixels width and 4 pixels shift.

Features are a

hara ter HMM is

omposed of 10 emitting states

33 features are extra ted with sliding windows with

ombination of 25 geometri

and statisti al features and 8

dire tional features based on histogram of gradients and adapted to our extra tion windows.
delta

oe ients, whi h are

4 We also append

omputed for ea h feature using a regression on the 4 neighbouring windows.

In order to model the variations of a letter depending on its neighborhood, the hara ter HMMs are al ulated
ontext-dependently. The new models are
this

alled trigraphs. A trigraph

hara ter given a pre eding and following

ontext.

entered on a given

Sin e the use of

hara ter models

ontext-dependent models in rease

dramati ally the number of parameters, a tying of states is done. The tying is based on de ision trees, and state
lusters are

omputed for ea h state position of ea h

we dened a total of 2472 state

entral

hara ter. Thanks to the tree-based state tying,

lusters and used them to model 1664 trigraphs. More details

an be found in.
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2.3 Re urrent neural networks
5

The third type of system is a Multi-Dimensional Long-Short Term Memory (MDLSTM) re urrent neural
∗
network . Unlike the two previous systems, this re ognizer takes the image of a word as input (the raw values
of pixels) and does not rely on a hand rafted feature extra tion. The system trains its own embedded feature
extra tion given the data.
The number of outputs of the re urrent neural network is equal to the number of symbols in the alphabet
(80 : upper- ase and lower- ase letters, plus digits and a few pun tuations symbols), plus one output for the
white spa e

hara ter. The training is made at word level without requiring

6

hara ter-level pre-segmented data,

thanks to the use of Conne tionist Temporal Classi ation (CTC).
When the neural networks are trained with sto hasti

gradient des ent, dierent random initializations yield

dierent systems but with similar performan es. Combining those instan es of neural networks is a simple yet

7 this is probably due

very powerful way to improve the overall re ognition rate (see se tion 5). As illustrated in,
to the fa t that a

ombination of systems

omputes a more pre ise overall estimation of the de ision boundaries

than an individual expert.

3. SYSTEM COMBINATION METHODS
We have

8 dierent kinds of

ompared in a previous work

and we have shown that improved results

ombination strategies for isolated word re ognition

an be a hieved with a simple sum-rule that ae ts equal weights for

all the re ognizers. In this work, starting from the weighted sum-rule
optimize the weights to take into a
∗

ombination method, we show how to

ount the ee tiveness of ea h re ognizer, as well as their

We used the RNNLib (http://sour eforge.net/proje ts/rnnl/) to train the models and to de ode.

omplementarity.

N

Suppose we have

re ognizers to

ombine. Provided that ea h re ognizer

i = 1...N

returns

s ores along with several hypotheses for the word to predi t, the weighted sum-rule with weights
in

k̂

hoosing the word

whi h maximizes a linear

onden e

ωi ≥ 0

onsists

ombination of the s ores:

k̂ = arg max
k

N
X

ωi × si (k)

(1)

i=1

where si (k) is the onden e s ore of re ognizer i for word k . A major advantage over simple sum-rule (ωi = 1,
i = 1 . . . N ) is that it saves from doing any assumption about the range of the onden e s ores. The goal is to
optimize the N weights with a dis riminative riterion and nd e iently the best way to ombine re ognition
s ores.

The optimal setting depends on the relative re ognition a

re ognition s ores are. This information

ura ies and on how

omplementary the

an be supplied by re ognition results on some data that has not been

used to train the re ognizers (otherwise, the distribution of s ores would be biased).
Note that equation (1)

an be generalized using any stri tly in reasing fun tion

k̂ = arg max σ
k

Here we propose to perform logisti
Ea h word is asso iated to a

regression using

ombined

P

σ



i ωi si (k)

(2)

σ(x) =
− b)), where b is

P1/(1 + exp(−x
ω
s
(k)
σ
bounded
in [0,1℄. We
i i i

onden e s ore

a bias parameter.
an asso iate ea h

ombined s ore with a 0/1 target and onsider the Kullba k-Leibler (KL) divergen e to optimize the weights
∗
along with the bias b. If k denotes the true word to be re ognized, this loss an be expressed as:

LKL


si (k)

 P



 X
P
∗
∗
ω
s
(k)
−
log
σ
ω
s
(k
)
=
−
log
1
−
σ
,
k
i
i
i
i
i
i
i,k

ωi

(3)

k6=k∗

Another possible loss fun tion is the mean squared error (MSE) with the same

0/1

targets. Both losses are

popular, and preliminary experiments showed that KL generally performs at least as well as MSE. It only
†
requires one pre aution: values of σ must be onstrained to lie in a range [ǫ, 1 − ǫ] (ǫ > 0) in order to avoid
numeri al problems.
As the number of
en ourage the
(target 1).

andidate words is very high, the right-hand sum of loss (3) involves a lot of terms whi h

ombined

onden e

σ

to take small values (target 0), to the detriment of the left-hand term

In order to have a dis iminant
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riterion that is better balan ed, some variants

an be used as

proposed by Tulyakov and Govindaraju :

•

Standard (top-10 list for all re ognizers):
We take into a
are treated as if
approa h is very

•

ount all the words that appear in the top-10 list for at least one re ognizer (other words

si (k) = 0).

In our experiments, the re ognition s ores often de rease qui kly so this

lose to optimizing the full loss (3).

Best Impostor:
Instead of the right-hand sum of (3), we only take the word with the highest

ombined

onden e s ore:







P
P
∗
− log max∗ σ
LBestImp
si (k) , k ∗ = − log 1 − σ
KL
i ωi si (k)
i ωi si (k )

(4)

k6=k

•

1-Best (or Mixed 9 ):
The same as Best Impostor but we only take into a

ount the best impostor when the

ombined system

is wrong:

L1Best
KL






P
∗
si (k) , k ∗ = − log 1 − σ
ω
s
(k
)
i i i



P
− log max∗ σ
i ωi si (k)
k6=k

†

we used

ǫ = 1.e−10 : σsaf e = max (ǫ, min (1 − ǫ, σ))

(5)

if

σ

P

i ωi si (k

∗



P
) < max∗ σ
i ωi si (k)
k6=k



Note that these two last variants involve non- ontinuous loss fun tions (4) and (5), the notion of best impostor
being dependent of the weights parameters

ωi .

However, we optimize these losses using sto hasti

gradient

10 ; In pra ti e, this method onverges for a large range of learning rates, and the hoi e of the learning

des ent

rate is not

‡
riti al . We initialize the gradient des ent with equal positive weights

be ause the logisti
s ores are

sigmoid

alibrated in

x 7→ 1/(1 + exp(−5 × x + 2.5))

is

ωi = 5/N

and bias

b = −2.5

lose to identity (and be ause all the re ognition

[0, 1]).

4. MULTI-WORD RECOGNITION SYSTEM
We have developed a framework for multi-word re ognition based on weighted nite state transdu ers (WFST),

11 The three steps of our multi-word re ognition system - word

as it has been proposed for spee h re ognition.

segmentation, word re ognition and language models - are dened using WFST. The steps are

hained using

omposition operations between the dierent WFST and the nal re ognition results is obtained with a best-path
algorithm.

4.1 Weighted nite state transdu ers
Re ently, weighted nite state transdu ers have seen a wide adoption for designing automati

spee h re ognition

systems. WFST are an extension of the well known nite state automata, in whi h ea h transition is asso iated
to an input symbol, an output symbol and a weight. The weight are the elements of a semi-ring whi h means
that two internal operations, denoted

1̄.

and

L

and

N

, are dened together with their asso iated identity elements

For handwriting re ognition, following what is done for spee h re ognition, we

semi-ring

(R ∪ ∞, min, +, ∞, 0),

0̄

hose to use the tropi al

in whi h the weights are negative log probabilities and the log addition

approximated with a Viterbi algorithm (the log s ale is used for numeri al stability).

L

l is

§
We have based our re ognition framework on the OpenFst library whi h provides all the algorithms needed
to

reate and manipulate WFST. We have developed all the extensions spe i

to handwriting re ognition (or

written text re ognition in general): atta h an image to a WFST transition, uni ode representation of re ognized
hara ters and words, writing type (printed, hand-printed,
Our multi-word re ognition pro ess

ursive).

an be de omposed into 3 dierent WFST :

S : the word segmentation WFST. The edges of this transdu er have a word image hypothesis as input and
output, and a negative log probability of the word segmentation as weight.
R : the word re ognition WFST. The edges of this transdu er have a word image hypothesis as input, a
word re ognition hypothesis as output and the negative log probability (or likelihood) of the re ognition
as weight.
G : the language model WFST. The edges of this transdu er have a word re ognition hypothesis as input
and output, and the negative log probability of the n-gram sequen e as weight.
The

omplete re ognition model

orresponds to

S ◦ R ◦ G,

where

◦

is the transdu er

omposition operation. In

the next se tion, we des ribe the three transdu ers in more detail.

4.2 Multi-word re ognition using WFST

Word segmentation:

Our approa h to multi-word re ognition is based on an expli it word segmentation.

This approa h assumes that the words in a line
ondition is usually met for

an be segmented based on the spa es between them.

lean do uments written in European languages but not in Arabi

This

for example. The

word segmentation module takes an image of a line as input, and outputs a weighted segmentation graph whi h
ontains the dierent hypothesis of the segmentation of the line into words. The algorithm for generating the
word segmentation hypothesis is the following:
‡

the results are the same, as long as the learning rate is small enough

§

http://www.openfst.org/

14:cut/4.1812

15:cut/0.001938

16:cut/6.6766

17:cut/0.010387

18:cut/6.3715

14:noCut/0.015398

15:noCut/6.2471

16:noCut/0.0012609

17:noCut/4.5724

18:noCut/0.0017111

Figure 2. Graph of segmentation

uts on line devenir

probabilities). Only middle part of the line,

lient de votre banque (the weights on edges are negative log

entered on word de, is displayed. True

ut edges are displayed in bold

green.

Figure 3. List of alternatives ways of segmenting a line into words.

1. the grapheme segmentation is
2. a neural network trained to
of two

omputed on the whole line (see Fig. 1).

ompute the posterior probability of segmenting into words between ea h pair

onse utive graphemes is used to

ompute the graph of segmentation

3. word segmentation hypothesis are built by
4. a segmentation WFST is

uts (see Fig. 2).

omputing N-Best paths in the graph of segmentation

uts.

onstru ted with the word segmentation hypothesis

The result on a handwritten line example is given on Fig. 3.

Re ognition latti es at line level

Given a segmentation graph, ea h re ognizer outputs a re ognition

latti e at line level. The re ognition latti e has as many states as the segmentation graph, and ea h edge in the
segmentation graph is repla ed by the N-Best word

andidates provided by the re ognizer. The fa t that the

dierent word re ognizers rely on the same segmentation graph implies that their re ognition latti es will share
the same topology, therefore making their

ombination straightforward using

ombination methods des ribed

in se tion 3.

Language models

Smoothed language models

an be modeled with WFST as shown in 12. For the

sition of the re ognition transdu er and the language model transdu er, a s aling fa tor is used to

ompo-

ompensate

for the dieren e in s ale between the re ognition log probabilities and the language model log probabilities.
The value of the language s aling fa tor must be optimized on a validation set. We have trained the language
¶
models using the SRILM toolkit and we made the onversion from the arpa format to the openfst format.
¶

http://www-spee h.sri. om/proje ts/srilm/

ICDAR2009 ICDAR2011
test set
test set

Table 1. Isolated word re ognition : word error rates of the individual systems on ICDAR2009 and ICDAR2011 test set.

Id System type

System details

1

binary images

Grapheme MLP-HMM

2
3

Sliding GMM-HMM

24.9

25.0

binary images,

ontext-independent

28.6

binary images,

ontext-dependent

21.5

22.0

22.5

23.1

4

grey-level images,

5

grey level images, init 1

10.5

8.9

6

grey level images, init 2

10.0

9.2

binary images, init 1

10.2

9.6

binary images, init 2

9.9

9.5

7

Re urrent NN

8

ontext-dependent

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this se tion, we report the re ognition rates of our system on the two tasks of the Rimes-ICDAR2011
ompetition.

5.1 Database and task des ription
Two tasks were proposed at the ICDAR2011 ompetition : isolated word re ognition and multi-word re ognition.
The experiments were
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ondu ted on the dierent subsets of the Rimes database.

For the isolated word re ognition task, the dierent sets are

omposed of images

ontaining a single hand-

written word. The ICDAR2011 train set (51,739 images) was used to train the isolated word re ognizers. The
ICDAR2011 validation set (7,464 images) was used for the training of the
this set is equal to the ICDAR2009 test set, allowing dire t

ombination

oe ients. Note that

omparison with the results of the previous

petition. The ICDAR2011 test set ( 7,776 images) was used only on e for the nal evaluation of the
re ognizer.

For this task, the vo abulary

ontained 5,744 dierent words, was

om-

ombined

losed (no out-of-vo abulary

word) and given to the parti ipants.
For the line level re ognition, the ICDAR2011 train set (1500 paragraph images) was only used to sele t the
vo abulary and to train the language models (rst 1300 images of the train set), and to optimize the language
s aling fa tor (last 200 images of the train set). The test set was

omposed of 100 paragraph images and the

test set vo abulary was not given. The line level re ognizers were not trained on the line level train set but only
on the word level train set.
In both
lower

ases, the evaluation was done after normalizing the re ognized text and the ground truth value to

ase, whi h means that the evaluation was

the other hand, the a

ents were

ase insensitive ( Ose  and  ose  were

onsidered equal). On

onsidered for the evaluation ( ose  and  osé  were

onsidered dierent). For
k
the line level re ognition task, the evaluation was performed with the S lite s oring software .

5.2 Isolated word re ognition task

5.2.1 Individual system evaluation

The re ognition results of ea h re ognizer individually are shown on Tab. 1. The best results are obtained by
the re ognizer based on re urrent neural networks, with an error rate around 10%, whereas the re ognizers
based on HMM (hybrid MLP-HMM and GMM-HMM) yield an error rate at least twi e higher.

4 using

previously

ontext-dependent GMM-HMM improves over

error rate redu tion).
k

http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tools/

As shown

ontext-independent GMM-HMM (25% of

Table 2. Results of several strategies to
is indi ated in a gray

ombine re ognizers on ICDAR 2009 and 2011 test sets. The best performan e

ell, and results in bold are the ones with no signi ant dieren e with this best referen e (based

Evaluation type

WER (%) (our systems)

WER (%) (other systems)

on a 95% two-sided paired Student's t-test). The evaluation is done using

Sum Rule

ICDAR2009 Test set

5.33

ICDAR2011 Test set

5.16

Logisti

Standard

4.93
4.86

Test set

Regression

Best Impostor

Jouve

1-Best

-

5.00

ICDAR2011 test set (our system)

14

Tele om ParisTe h

12.53

ent.

IRISA

TUM

25.31

8.98

13
4.82
14
14
4.75
LM perplexity OOV rate Error rate
5.05

Table 3. multi-word re ognition : word error rates of the

Validation set (our system)

ase-insensitive words with a

21.41

13

-

ombined systems on the ICDAR2011 test set.

185

4.99%

11.8%

196

4.74%

15.2%

-

-

31.2%

5.2.2 Combined system evaluation
For the

ombined system, we

onsider the following re ognizers (with their identier as presented in Table 1) :

Grapheme based MLP-HMM (1),

ontext-dependent sliding window GMM-HMM on binary (3) and grey level

(4) images, four variants of re urrent neural networks (5, 6, 7, 8).
We present in Table 2 the evaluation of the dierent methods to
The system

ombine re ognizers des ribed in Se tion 3.

ombining the re ognizers with a equal weight sum rule a hieve an error rate of just above 5%, whi h

orresponds to more than 50% of error rate redu tion
a signi ant improvement

ompared to the best individual re ognizer. Moreover,

an be a hieved by learning the weights of the

xing all weights to 1, leading to an error rate of the

ombination, instead of arbitrarily

ombined system below 5%.

9

Besides, our experiments

orroborate the results obtained by Tulyakov and Govindaraju : The 1-Best training strategy (5) outperforms
others, even though the improvement over standard optimization may be not signi ant.

5.3 Multi-word re ognition task
For the multi-word re ognition task, we

ould not use the best

ombination of re ognizer presented in the

previous se tion be ause we had only binary images at the output of the line segmentation algorithm. We used
a

ombination of isolated word re ognizer trained on binary images only : 3 re urrent neural networks with

dierent random initializations and the grapheme-based MLP-HMM.
The vo abulary was

olle ted on the human trans ription

orresponding to the rst 1300 images of the

o ial train set and the language model was trained on the same set. Sin e the number of words for training
the language model was very limited (71,580 o

urren es of 6039 dierent words), we only used bigrams. The

language model s aling fa tor was optimized on a validation set

omposed of the last 200 images of the o ial

train set, not used for training the language model.
Table 3 shows the re ognition results on the validation and test sets. The word error rate on the evaluation
set (15.2%) is higher than expe ted, as measured on the validation set (11.8%). This

an be due to a higher

perplexity, 196 on the test set versus 185 on the evaluation set. The out-of-vo abulary rate is stable just below
5%, whi h explains 30% of the error rate on the evaluation set.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a Fren h handwriting re ognition system based on the
nologies. For multi-word re ognition, this system

ombination of three dierent te h-

an integrate the isolated word re ognizer

ombination thank

to the use of an expli it word segmentation and in lude language models in a framework based on weighted
nite state transdu ers. As shown in tables 2 and 3, this system a hieved the best re ognition rate reported so
far on this database for both isolated word re ognition and multi-word re ognition tasks.
However, the expli it word segmentation
ambiguous, for example for

annot be used for handwriting in whi h the word separation is

ramped handwriting, or for Arabi

whose words

ontain spa es. In future work,

we plan to develop multi-word a re ognizer without expli it word segmentation, for example by extending
our sliding window re ognizer from a single word to several words. Other

ombination methods for line level

re ognition will then be ome ne essary, using Word Transition Networks (WTNs) like for example in

16
other ROVER-based algorithms.

15 , or
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